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Abstract

We present KAF, the KYOTO Annotation
Format. KAF is a layered and extendible
linguistic annotation format that is specif-
ically developed to arrive at semantic in-
teroperability. KAF is used in seven lan-
guages in several applications throughout
the KYOTO (Knowledge Yielding Ontolo-
gies for Transition-based Organization)
project. The goal of these applications is
to derive semantic data from linguistically
processed text. Separate annotation layers
are defined for each annotation process but
these can be combined to arrive at a higher
level of semantic representation. This pa-
per gives an outline of KAF and a descrip-
tion of how it is applied in the KYOTO
project.

1 Introduction

Standardization is essential for interchangibility of
data and tools. Once a data format is accepted as a
standard, tools can be developed and shared with-
out much data conversion effort. A long-term goal
of standardization is to achieve semantic interop-
erability of content and knowledge. For years,
the Semantic Web Community has been work-
ing on the standardization of the representation of
data (RDF), knowledge (OWL) and services1 to

1Semantic Web Services:
http://www.w3.org/2002/ws/swsig/

achieve this. Less progress has been made how-
ever with semantic operability of natural language
expressions, although this is essential for systems
to interact with people that use natural language
as their most intuitive interface for communica-
tion. The European/Asian KYOTO project2 aims
at establishing semantic interoperability of both
knowledge and language to express this knowl-
edge. To achieve this, we anchor words and
expressions in language to formal definitions of
meaning and use this information to detect knowl-
edge and facts in text. KYOTO tries to estab-
lish this across different languages and cultures.
Semantic interoperability is achieved by mapping
wordnets in each of these languages to a shared
ontology, as proposed in the Global Wordnet Grid
(Fellbaum and Vossen, 2008), and by means of a
common architecture for processing text. The lat-
ter is the focus of this paper.

For any of set of languages, KYOTO distin-
guishes two cycles of text processing:

1. The automatic extraction of terms and con-
cepts, which is performed byterm yielding
robots (Tybots);

2. The automatic detection of facts based on
the learned terms and concepts, which is per-
formed by knowledge yielding robots (Ky-
bots).

Consequently, the Tybots work in the same way
2www.kyoto-project.org



for all languages, regardless of their structural
properties. To arrive at such semantic interoper-
ability is it necessary to standardize the linguis-
tic processing of text across languages from ba-
sic levels of processing such as tokenization up to
semantic layers that represent concepts, relations
and eventually facts.

There is a range of basic NLP (natural lan-
guage processing) tasks which are commonly rec-
ognized in the field, such as part-of-speech tag-
ging, dependency parsing, etc. As long as every
parser produces its output in another proprietary
format, their users (i.e., high-level applications,
document viewers, etc.) have to deal with a vari-
ety of data formats and format conversions. There
have been numerous attempts to standardize some
aspect of natural language processing. To date,
the focus of standards (in various stages of de-
velopment) includes morphosyntactic annotation
(MAF) (Clément and Villemonte de La Clergerie,
2005), syntactic annotation (SynAF) (Declerck,
2006), and semantic annotation (e.g. SemAF3).

The beforementioned standards concentrate on
a specific stage of annotation. A problem for these
formats is that they are difficult to combine. For
instance, one might want to do both syntactic an-
notation and semantic annotation, and integrate
the results. The Linguistic Annotation Framework
(LAF) (Ide and Romary, 2003) is an ISO standard
proposal of a data model for linguistic annotation.
It allows individual annotations within the annota-
tion framework to refer to each other, so that the
result is a combined analysis of the source text.
Rather than a data model, our aim is a layered an-
notation format, where several processes can add
information without losing anything which is pro-
duced by a previous process.

In this paper, we present KAF, the KYOTO An-
notation Format, or Knowledge Annotation For-
mat. KAF provides annotation layers for basic nat-
ural language processing and is open to extensions
with other annotation layers needed by specific ap-
plications, which may be standardized later on.
KAF is compatible with LAF but imposes a more
specific standardization of the annotation format
itself. In the KYOTO project, we use KAF lay-
ers for syntactic annotation such as part-of-speech,
compounds, dependency relations and chunks, as
well as the semantic layers of semantic role la-
belling and fact annotation. We show that KAF is
adequate for its task by applying it in various ap-
plications throughout the KYOTO project across

3ISO/TC37/SC4 N412, draft

several languages. We also show that KAF can be
extended gradually with conceptual layers that can
be combined into a presentation of facts expressed
in textual documents. For that purpose, we make a
distinction between linear annotation in KAF and
generic representation of facts that are anchored to
the linear annotation as proposed in LAF.

The next section introduces the KYOTO
project. Section 3 describes KAF. Section 4 de-
scribes two applications in KYOTO which make
use of KAF.

2 KYOTO

The globalization of markets and communica-
tion brings with it a concomitant globalization of
world-wide problems and the need for new solu-
tions. Topical examples are global warming, cli-
mate change and other environmental issues re-
lated to rapid growth and economic developments.
Environmental problems can be acute, requiring
immediate support and action, relying on informa-
tion available elsewhere. Knowledge sharing and
transfer are also essential for sustainable growth
and development on a longer term. In both cases, it
is important that distributed information and expe-
rience can be re-used on a global scale. The glob-
alization of problems and their solutions requires
that information and communication be supported
across a wide range of languages and cultures.
Such a system should furthermore allow both ex-
perts and laymen to access this information in their
own language, without recourse to cultural back-
ground knowledge.

The objective of KYOTO is to build a system
that allows people in communities to define the
meaning of their words and terms in a shared Wiki
platform so that it becomes anchored across lan-
guages and cultures but also so that a computer
can use this knowledge to detect knowledge and
facts in text. Whereas the current Wikipedia uses
free text to share knowledge, KYOTO represents
this knowledge so that a computer can understand
it. For example, the notion of environmentalfoot-
print becomes defined in the same way in all these
languages but also in such a way that the computer
knows what information is necessary to calculate a
footprint. With these definitions it becomes possi-
ble to find information on footprints in documents,
websites and reports so that users can directly ask
the computer for information in their environment.
KYOTO is a three-year project which started early
2008.

The knowledge cycle in the KYOTO system is



Figure 1: Data flow in the KYOTO system.

outlined in Figure 1. It starts with a set ofdocu-
ments produced by the community, such as PDFs
and websites. From these documents, thetermi-
nology is extracted, partly by means of automatic
extraction tools (Tybots), and partly by the com-
munity by means of editing. This allows users
to define “information profiles”, specifying infor-
mation of their interest. For instance, users from
the environmental community may be interested
in countings of species – data which is present in
their set of documents. The Kybots use the in-
formation profiles (or Kybot profiles) to extract
knowledge from documents.Communities can af-
fect this process and interact with each other by
means of a wiki system which allows them to
agree on meaning within a domain and across cul-
tures.

Throughout the KYOTO system, we use text
documents at various stages of annotation. Each
stage produces a KAF document, adding some in-
formation. First, we apply language specific anal-
yses, including tokenization, sentence splitting,
part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition,
chunking and dependency parsing. This process
is language specific, but the output format is the
same KAF format for all languages, so that sub-
sequent processes can be performed in a language
neutral manner. Then, we apply word sense dis-
ambiguation, requiring the source KAF document
and wordnet (Miller et al., 1990) in the document
language to produce a new KAF document which
includes sense information.

In KYOTO, the resulting KAF document is used
by Tybots for automatic terminology extraction,
and processed further by Kybots for semantic role
labelling. Finally, Kybots aggregate facts which
can be presented to the user. We applied ter-
minology extraction to large collections of docu-
ments in various languages (so far, English, Dutch,

<kaf xml:lang="en" doc="example1">
layer 1...
layer 2...
...
layer N...

</kaf>

Figure 2: An example KAF file, consisting ofN
layers of annotation.

<text>
<wf wid="w1" page="1" sent="1" para="1">
Tropical

</wf>
<wf wid="w2" page="1" sent="1" para="1">
terrestrial

</wf>
<... skipped ...>
<wf wid="w16" page="1" sent="1" para="1">
.

</wf>
</text>

Figure 3: Example: a text layer fragment. Each
token (enclosed in awf element) has an identifier,
a page number, a sentence number and a paragraph
number.

Spanish, Basque). For semantic role labelling and
fact aggregation, we developed Kybot proof-of-
concept prototypes.

3 KAF: KYOTO Annotation Format

KAF is a layered annotation format, based on
XML. If a process adds information which cannot
be held by existing layers, a layer of annotation
is added. Any previous layers remain intact and
can still be used by other processes. Layers may
be linked by means of references from one layer
to items in another (lower level) layer. Figure 2
shows an example of the general layout of a KAF
file.

A full description of the KAF format is given
in the KAF manual (Agirre et al., 2009). The re-
mainder of this section gives an overview of the
KAF layers of annotation, and relates KAF to ISO
standards.

3.1 Syntactic annotation layers

In the KYOTO project, we use KAF in automatic
annotation of text documents. In this section, we
show annotated examples from different KAF lay-
ers for a single sentence:

Tropical terrestrial species populations
declined by 55 per cent on average from
1970 to 2003.

KAF provides the following layers to represent
the output of common NLP tasks:



<terms>
<term tid="t5" type="open"

lemma="decline" pos="V">
<span>
<target id="w5"/>
</span>
<senseAlt>
<sense sensecode="EN-00441445-v"

confidence="0.458294"/>
<sense sensecode="EN-00151689-v"

confidence="0.541706"/>
</senseAlt>

</term>
<term tid="t7" type="open"

lemma="per cent" pos="N">
<span>
<target id="w8"/>
<target id="w9"/>
</span>

</term>
<... skipped ...>

</terms>

Figure 4: Example: a terms layer fragment. The
span element contains references to the tokens in
the text layer which constitute the (multi-)word.
The (optional) senseAlt element contains refer-
ences to wordnet senses and their corresponding
confidence values.

<chunks>
<!-- tropical terr. species pop. -->
<chunk cid="c3" head="t4" phrase="NP">
<span>
<target id="t1"/>
<target id="t2"/>
<target id="t3"/>
<target id="t4"/>
</span>

</chunk>
<... skipped ...>

</chunks>

Figure 5: Example: chunks layer fragment. The
span element contains references to items in the
terms layer which constitute the chunk.

<deps>
<!-- tropical, species -->
<dep from="t1" to="t3" rfunc="mod"/>
<!-- terrestrial, species -->
<dep from="t2" to="t3" rfunc="mod"/>
<!-- species, population -->
<dep from="t3" to="t4" rfunc="mod"/>
<!-- population, decline -->
<dep from="t4" to="t5" rfunc="subj"/>
<...>

</deps>

Figure 6: Example: dependencies layer fragment.
For instance, the firstdep element indicates that
tropical (the from attribute) is a modifier (the
rfunc attribute) of species (the to attribute).
Both thefrom and theto attribute refer to the
terms layer.

The text layer contains the tokens of the docu-
ment. Optionally, sentence, paragraph and
page boundaries are indicated. This layer –
the text element in KAF – is the result of
sentence splitting and tokenization. Figure
3 shows part of the example sentence, anno-
tated in the text layer.

The terms layer contains words and multi-
words. It also includes meta-information
such as part-of-speech, references to other
resources such as wordnet senses, whether or
not it is a named entity, compound elements
(in case of a compound), etc. Since (multi-
)words consist of tokens, they refer to tokens
in the text layer. Figure 4 shows examples of
(multi-)words in the terms layer.

The chunks layer contains chunks of words,
such as noun phrases, prepositional phrases,
etc. Since chunks consist of words, they refer
to words in theterms layer. Each chunk has a
head, which is also an item in the terms layer.
Figure 5 shows an example of a chunk in the
chunks layer.

The dependency layer contains dependency re-
lations between words. Since words partic-
ipate in dependency relations, they refer to
words in theterms layer. Figure 6 shows
examples of dependency relations between
words in the example sentence.

The above layers form a chain of dependencies.
The base layer of every KAF file is the text layer.
All other layers are optional and are founded on
the text layer (some indirectly), which makes it
compliant with LAF. KAF files with few layers are
useful for further processing, or for applications
which need only superficial annotation. Although
the chunks layer and the dependency layer can be
added independently of each other, they are con-
nected by a shared dependency on the terms layer,
which ensures that they are both composed of the
same elements.

Our objective is a language neutral annotation
format. Most of KAF is the same for all lan-
guages, but KAF also has facilities for phenomena
which are specific for a subset of the languages
used in KYOTO. For instance, in order to repre-
sent compound nouns explicitly,term elements (in
the terms layer) which correspond to compounds
contain the additionalcomponent element which
includes compound information. Also, informa-
tion with respect to the declension case can be
added.



<timexs>
<!-- 1970 -->
<timex3 texid="timex1" type="DATE"

value="1970">
<span><target id="c7"/></span>

</timex3>
<!-- 2003 -->
<timex3 texid="timex2" type="DATE"

value="2003">
<span><target id="c9"/></span>

</timex3>
<!-- between 1970 and 2003 -->
<timex3 texid="timex3" type="DURATION">

value="P33Y" beginPoint="timex1"
endPoint="timex2"
temporalFunction="true"/>

</timexs>

Figure 7: Kybot output for a temporal relation, a
semantic layer of KAF.

3.2 Semantic annotation layers

We distinguish two types of annotation: linear an-
notation and generic annotation. Linear annota-
tion follows the text flow, while generic annota-
tion allows for aggregation of pieces of informa-
tion throughout the text. The annotation layers in
section 3.1 are close to the text, and are linear an-
notation layers.

In contrast, a generic annotation is a represen-
tation of generic knowledge as realized in text.
Generic annotation does not necessarily follow the
order of the text. Instead, it is centered around
knowledge, and how knowledge is anchored in
text.

In KYOTO, we plan to generate linear as well as
generic annotation layers. SemAF is a linear an-
notation format which covers annotation of events
and expressions of time. Kybots will generate
SemAF-compatible annotations as additional lay-
ers in KAF. For instance, a Kybot may generate
time expressions as specified by SemAF (see Fig-
ure 7 for an example). Other Kybots may annotate
processes, named entities, co-references, quanti-
ties, etc.

Figure 8 shows an example of how we envision
generic annotation in KYOTO. The fact annota-
tion layer represents aggregate facts with refer-
ences to linear annotation layers such as processes,
quantities and time.

3.3 KAF and ISO standards for language
resources

Given KYOTO’s strong vocation towards an open
and public system, the KAF data format has been
inspired by standard specifications available in the
field of Language Resources. MAF and SynAF

<facts>
<!-- tropical terrestrial species

declined by around 55 per cent
between 1970 and 2003 -->

<fact fid="f1">
<!-- decline -->
<process eid="e1"/>
<!-- around 55 per cent -->
<quantity qid="q1"/>
<!-- between 1970 and 2003 -->
<timex3 texid="timex3"/>
<!-- tropical terrestrial species -->
<arg tid="c1" role="patient"/>

</fact>
</facts>

Figure 8: Example: fact annotation fragment.

were investigated as far linguistic annotation for
morpho-syntactic and syntactic information, re-
spectively, is concerned. The two meta-models
present different degrees of maturity; MAF has en-
tered the last stages of the ISO process, whereas
SynAF is at the level of Working Draft standard.
Theterms, chunks anddeps layers of KAF are ded-
icated to representing morphosyntactic and syn-
tactic information, and are inspired by MAF and
SynAF.

Requirements in KYOTO were the representa-
tion of syntax, but above all, of semantic annota-
tion. For semantic annotation, the ISO community
provides SemAF which is focused on the repre-
sentation of events and time. We adopted these
expressions as separate layers of KAF, making the
necessary changes required for integration. An es-
sential difference between the KAF layers and the
original SemAF is that SemAF annotation is in-
serted in the text, while the KAF layers refer to
lower level layers (i.e., chunks).

The beforementioned formats focus on a spe-
cific type of annotation. In contrast, the goal of
KAF is to provide the flexibility of parallel annota-
tions and nevertheless create an integrated view on
the document. Applications can use the layers they
require. The need for parallel (and possibly inde-
pendent) annotations also resulted in LAF. KAF is
designed to be complementary to LAF: while LAF
is a data model for stand-off annotation, KAF can
be used to realize LAF in XML structures.

KAF layers are to be seen as dialects of the ISO
standards. The KYOTO dialects do not corrupt the
compliance with ISO standards and their underly-
ing philosophy. Instead, they are in line with the
strategy in ISO which provides high-level models
(meta-models) able to be adapted, tailored and im-
plemented according to specific needs.



4 Applications of KAF in the KYOTO
project

We describe two applications in KYOTO to ex-
ploit KAF annotation: Tybots and Kybots. The
Tybot’s job is to automatically extract the domain
terminology from a set of KAF-annotated docu-
ments. A Tybot produces not just a set of domain-
relevant terms, but also relations between them,
such as hypernym relations. The domain terms
are linked to the wordnet of the corresponding lan-
guage by means of sense tags in the KAF docu-
ment which are inserted by our language neutral
word sense disambiguation module.

A Kybot detects factual data in the text in vari-
ous languages. Kybots will be able to detect spe-
cific linguistic patterns and semantic relations in
text for extracting new facts.

Apart from the Tybots and Kybots, we devel-
oped various tools for dealing with KAF files.
For instance, we created a KAF viewer which al-
lows the user to analyse a KAF-annotated docu-
ment. One can view information from KAF lay-
ers, such as the structure of sentences and the parts
of speech and disambiguated wordnet senses of
words. The KYOTO system also includes tools
such as a document manager which allows the user
to browse document collections, and retrieve orig-
inal documents.

4.1 Tybots

Rather than starting from scratch, our algorithm
for term extraction relies on the annotation layers
provided by KAF. This allows us to exploit knowl-
edge of the subjected language while keeping the
term extraction algorithm language neutral. We
assume that the input is a set of KAF-annotated
documents with at least thechunks layer (and the
layers on which the chunks layer depends). Our
general term extraction strategy is the following
two-step approach:

1. Extract a large number of candidate terms,
and relations between them.

2. Assign a confidence value to each candidate
term, representing its domain-relevance – its
“termness”.

Because a confidence value is associated with
each candidate term, an application can set a
threshold above which a candidate term is consid-
ered a term. A view on the terminology for the
selected threshold then shows the terms, a subset
of the complete set of candidate terms.

The job of term extraction is performed by a Ty-
bot. Multiple Tybots can be used to build multiple
sets of terms. For instance, one Tybot is config-
ured to extract English nouns, while another ex-
tracts English adjectives or Dutch nouns. If Ty-
bots produce collections of terms in different lan-
guages, they are linked by means of references
to wordnets if there is a wordnet mapping for the
wordnets in the languages in question. Currently,
we apply Tybots to extract nouns from documents
in the environmental domain in English, Dutch,
Basque and Spanish.

Step 1: candidate terms
The Tybot uses the part-of-speech tags and the
chunks to extract candidate terms from the input
text. In the case of nouns, the Tybot would ex-
tract all nouns and noun phrases. The head of a
compound is extracted as another candidate term,
which is considered a hypernym of the compound.
For instance, the following is derived from the
Dutch word landbouwbeleid (English: agricul-
tural policy):

• Candidate term:landbouwbeleid.
• Candidate term: beleid (English: policy).

Hypernym oflandbouwbeleid.

Extracting chunks allows us to consider more
complex candidate terms, such asterrestrial
species. If terrestrial species is encountered as a
noun phrase, it is extracted as a candidate term.
However, an indication of the concept ofterres-
trial species may be hidden in a longer phrase,
e.g. tropical terrestrial species. In order to find
also these concepts, we extract not only the noun
phrase as a candidate term, but also derived can-
didate terms. Other candidate terms are derived
from the noun phrase by transforming the noun
phrase (tropical terrestrial species) into its head
(species) by removing the non-head words one by
one from the head or the tail of the noun phrase.
The resulting phrase after each removal operation
is considered a candidate term with a hypernym
relation to all other candidate terms derived from
this intermediate phrase. In the example oftrop-
ical terrestrial species, the following is derived
from this phrase:

• Candidate term:tropical terrestrial species.
• Candidate term:terrestrial species (removed:

some). Hypernym of tropical terrestrial
species.

• Candidate term:species (removed: terres-
trial). Hypernym ofterrestrial species.



Step 2: domain relevance

Each candidate term is assigned a confidence
value, representing its relevance to the domain.
Candidate terms above a certain threshold are con-
sidered terms. Most thesaurus extraction algo-
rithms are frequency-based: a more frequent word
is more likely to be a domain-relevant term than a
less frequent word. In our application, just count-
ing the occurrence frequency of candidate terms is
flawed because the same document may be offered
as input twice, documents may overlap and docu-
ments may repeat a short piece of text (such as the
title of the document or a line likecall us for more
information).

To determine domain-relevance, we decided not
to use just occurrence frequencies, but also the po-
sition of a candidate term in the hierarchy – the
hypernym relations between candidate terms. The
confidence value of a candidate term is a value be-
tween 0 and 1, derived from the number of direct
and indirect hyponyms of the candidate term, and
the sum of their document frequencies (the docu-
ment frequency of a term is the number of docu-
ments in which the term occurs) of all hyponyms.

4.2 Kybots

Once the ontological anchoring is established by
the Tybots, it is be possible to build text min-
ing software that can detect semantic relations and
facts occurring among concepts already integrated
into the ontologies. Thus, the Kybots will produce
enriched KAF outputs, incorporating new layers
of semantic knowledge or facts.

There are two types of Kybots. Kybots of the
first type, level-1 Kybots, perform semantic anal-
ysis over KAF documents and create new lin-
ear layers on top of the existing layers, as de-
scribed in section 3.2. That is, enriching KAF with
new information structures. Layer-1 Kybots deal
with processes like named entity recognition, co-
reference resolution, quantity identification, anno-
tation of time expressions, etc.

On the other hand, level-2 Kybots will extract
facts by analyzing the semantic information level-
1 Kybots produce on KAF document collections.
Therefore, facts can be extracted by aggregating
information from different linguistic information
layers, documents or even different languages.
The facts extracted by level-2 Kybots will be rep-
resented in generic annotation layers. Fox exam-
ple, Figure 8 shows a fact which is extracted by
combining information from two sentences. Note
that this Kybot relies on a co-reference annotation

layer.
The level-2 Kybots are text miners which will

be defined by linguistic patterns and semantic con-
straints expressed at an ontological level. For ex-
ample, the ontology will give us the conceptual
pattern that Populations consist of species that live
in a habitat in some region. This information
can be realized through e.g. compounding as in:
Mediterranean spider population, or as a sentence
as in: Large groups of alien spiders that live in dry
areas in Mediterranean mountain areas.

In fact, the Kybots will provide a mapping be-
tween the conceptual constraints and the linguistic
patterns.

The facts of interest are defined in so-called Ky-
bot profiles. The profiles can be defined in advance
or by individual users. An initial design has been
set-up allowing to characterize Kybot profiles in
terms of:

Expression Rules: conditions on the Linguistic
Processing outcomes, flexible enough for
dealing with all KAF outputs and to capture
some information from KAF.

Semantic Conditions: ontological conditions the
captured information must satisfy.

Output Template: extracted output expressions,
consistent with the ontology.

Figure 9 shows an example of a Kybot profile
for locating expressions involving a decrease pred-
icate followed by a percentage. The Kybot profile
has three main parts:

• Declaration of variables (X, Y andZ in the
example).

• Declarations of the relations among vari-
ables. Typical relations arefollowing, pre-
ceding, window, etc. If the relations among
these variables hold, a matching is produced.

• The output format refering to variables previ-
ously defined.

Once the Kybot profile has been defined, the
system will check and compile it. The resulting
Kybot can be applied to the analysed text (a KAF
file). Thus, for each analysed sentence a Kybot
will be applied following:

IF Expression Rules match andSemantic Condi-
tions hold

THEN generate the Output Template.



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<Kybot id="decrease-by-Z\%">
<variables>
<var name="X" value="term[starts-with(@pos,’v’) and .//sense[@sensecode=’00111597-v’]]"/>
<var name="Y" value="term[starts-with(@pos,’p’)]"/>
<var name="Z" value="term[ends-with(@lemma,’%’) or ends-with(@lemma,’percent’)]"/>

</variables>
<relations>
<root span="X"/>
<rel span="Y" pivot="X" direction="following" dist="1"/>
<rel span="Z" pivot="Y" direction="following" dist="1"/>

</relations>
<facts>
<fact id="quantity-change-001">
<factval name="term" value="$Z/@tid"/>
<factval name="quantity" value="$Z/@lemma"/>
</fact>

</facts>
</Kybot>

Figure 9: Example of a Kybot profile.

The KYOTO system includes a Kybot editor,
which is used to define Kybot profiles, using ex-
pression rules for theterms layer of KAF. The Ky-
bot editor allows the user to (a) upload and man-
age annotated documents (in particular KAF docu-
ments), (b) search words or terms in the collection
of uploaded documents, and (c) create and execute
Kybots based on specific users information needs.

We also designed an initial scenario for the Ky-
bot profile construction we calledmining by ex-
ample. In this scenario, an interface is provided to
the user, allowing for the construction of Kybots
from corpus examples, without the need to access
the complex conceptual patterns and the linguistic
structures. Collections of Kybots created this way
will be applied to extract relevant knowledge from
textual sources in different languages and cultures.

5 Conclusions

KAF is a layered annotation format which pro-
vides layers for commonly used linguistic struc-
tures as well as semantic information. KAF can
be extended with layers for specific applications.
KAF provides a mechanism for referring from one
layer to items in another layer, so that an integrated
view on a document can be constructed by gradu-
ally adding layers of annotation. In KYOTO, we
use KAF in several applications for processing text
in seven languages.
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